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IMPROVING ACCESS TO DATA WHILE PROTECTING
CONFIDENTIALITY: PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE

by George T. Duncan and Robert W. Pearson

ABSTRACT

This paper provides a scenario for the future of research access to officially collected
microdata. Many researchers--especially those in the social sciences and public health--find access to government databases increasingly useful. The databases themselves aremore comprehensive, of better quality, andwith better database management
techniques--better structured. Computer communications improvements ease thetechnology of remote access to these databases. Substantial gains in the
performance/cost ratio of computers permit more sophisticated analysesincludingstatistical graphics, analysis of extreme values, maximum likelihood and Bayesianmethods,

At the same time, individuals and firms that provide the data residing on government
databases--and the agencies who sponsor the collection of such information--are
becoming increasingly sensitive to privacy concerns. Ironically, some of the sametechnologies that expand analytical capabilities also provide tools to threaten theconfidentiality of data records.

As the broker between the data provider and the data user, government agencies areunder increased pressure to have policies that both increase data access and insureconfidentiality. In response to these cross-pressures, agencies will pursue statistical,
administrative, and legal approaches to responsible data dissemination. Recentdevelopments in these approaches are discussed as they relate to improvements indatabases, computer and analytical methodologies, and legal and administrative
arrangements for access to and protection of official statistics.
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IMPROVING ACCESS TO DATA WHILE PROTECTING CONFIDENTIALITY:
PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE

by George T. Duncan and Robert W. Pearson

I. CONTEMPORARY CONCERNS

Providing researchers with access to data furthers research in the social sciences
while advancing accepted public policy goals in a democratic society. It allows
reanalysis by groups with different agendas; stimulates new inquiries on important social,
economic, and scientific questions; suggests improved measurement and data collection
methods; and provides information to improve forecasts and resource allocation (see, e.g.,
Flaherty (1979) and Fienberg, Martin, and Straf (1985)).

Widespread access to surveys such as the Panel Study of Income Dynamics and
the National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor Market Experience, for example, have
furthered our understanding of the dynamics of poverty, replacing longheld beliefs about
the permanence of poverty with knowledge about the extent to which poverty is both
widespread and temporary for a large proportion of the American public (Duncan 1984).
Access to computerized criminal history files maintained by the FBI have permitted, for
example, longitudinal studies of criminal careers, which have overturned many
inferences drawn from previous cross-sectional studies of crime (Blumstein and Cohen
1987).

In spite of the evident value of microdata dissemination, however, serious
concerns about access to publicly collected microdata have been raised. Four factors
give rise to this contemporary concern about the (re)identification of individual records:

(1) Sophisticated and more widely available computational and analytical
technologies make it easier to breach the anonymity of the individuals and
institutions who are the subjects of publicly-sponsored surveys and
administrative records.

(2) The creation and accumulation of large and detailed microdata files both in
government and in business-- increasingly longitudinal in design--make the
unique "signatures" of individual records increasingly difficult to disguise
prior to their distribution without also degrading the scientific value of the
data. Similarly, the increasing possibility of linking distinct data files make
the possible disclosure of the identify of individual records easier in
principle, whi4.1 may also contribute to an increasing suspicion among the
public that these records have indeed been linked.

(3) A heightened nervousness on the part of those who collect these data that the
technology, the detail of records, and the alleged growth in public concern
about privacy and confidentiality will diminish the public's trust and
cooperation with these data collection programs. As a result, the quality and
usefulness of the data themselves will decline as will the ability of the
agencies to fulfill their missions.
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(4) An increasingly information-based society in which individuals and
organizations can gain competitive advantage through intelligence-gathering
activities.

Because of its evident value, the demand side for microdata is well-established.
For example, Arber's (1988) survey of British academics revealed a strong demand for
the release of individual-level samples of census data for re-analysis which used
academics' own hardware and software. A 1984 Census Bureau conference, for a second
example, saw more than one hundred economists expressing a desire for a public use
Longitudinal Establishment file (Govoni-Waite, 1985).

But because of the four factors of contemporary concern the supply side for
microdata is hampered by agency concern about disclosure risk. Recent examples of the
unmet need for microdata from one important federal statistical agency--the Bureau of
the Census--include the following (Gates 1988):

4

Researchers at the National Opinion Research Center requested a special 1980
Census public use file with records linked to tract and SMSA data. The
study, pat t of a three-year study of racial segregation in the United States,
would link people to their immediate neighborhoods ;tracts) and to larger
areas in which they live (SMSA). However, tracts (and some SMSA's) contain
populations of fewer than 100,000 persons, the cut-off point for identifiable
geographic units on publicly released Census microdata.

Researchers at Princeton University requested the exact date of birth on a
microdata tape of the Survey of Income and Program Participation in order to
study the Selective Service draft lotteries held in the United States in the
1970s. Because date of birth is available on many administrative record files
and is an excellent match key, its inclusion on the tape would have increased
the risk of identifying SIPP respondents.

The Economic Research Service of the Department of Agriculture requested afile showing non-metropolitan status of SI7IP respondents in order to assess
their economic well-being in terms of wealth, asset holdings, and
participation in government programs.

More generally, a number of social science research and public policy studiescould be pursued if the present tension between access and confidentiality were betterresolved:

Contextual data could supplement survey data from various administrative
agencies. For example, the National Longitudinal Survey of Labor Market
Experience Youth Cohort could link neighborhood and administrative data to
its individual records to enable the study of the processes by which persistent
and concentrated urban poverty result in problems for family processes and
individual development.

The sponsorship of ongoing longitudinal surveys could be transferred from oneagency to another as respondents age. The programmatic interests of several
statistical agencies are tied to different stages in the life cycles of people, but
concerns about confidentiality have made it difficult for agencies to transfer
responsibilities for data collection and analysis. For example, the
Longitudinal Retirement History Survey has been of interest to the National
Institute of Aging and the growing field of research and public policy
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concerning America's elderly population, but the transfer of responsibility forthese data has been discouraged because of prohibitions on the release of
these data and on their linkage to Social Security data, Medicare records, anddata from the National Death Index.

The latest scientific developments in analyzing very large spatial data bases and
modeling complex spatial phenomena Nould be available. These
developments, which could help achieve the goal of identifying and
explaining human behavior at both the aggregate and individual levels requirethe use of refined geographic identifiers which are not now generally
available.

The concern by agencies for protecting the confidentiality of records isengendered by legal requirements, ethical issues involving actual and implicit
commitments made to data respondents, and practical worries about response rates tostatistical surveys. An important part of a data-disseminating program is an adequate set
of disclosure-limiting procedures which can be affected through various mixes of
ethical, legal, administrative, and statistical controls.

Our purpose in this paper is to reflect on what the near future holds for the
mediation of concerns about data access and confidentiality. We draw on recentdevelopments, and we paint a hopeful portrait of the future in part to help provide atarget or goal--even if always moving--for better accommodating the increasing tensionbetween data access and confidentiality. Indeed, we share the spirit of the positiveremarks of Wolf who wrote (1938):

By applying reasonable care and conforming to reasonable guidelines, we feelthat microaggregate files can be created and released to the public without anunacceptable risk of disclosing confidential information.

In brief, our vision of the future for improving access to data looks like this:

In the statistical arena, agencies will employ masks that are effective yetfaithful to the original data. Statistical methods for the analysis of maskeddata will be developed, cheaply available, and easy to use.

In the computer arena, electronic gatekeepers and monitors for remote accessto, and utilization of computer databases will be widespread.

The disclosure implications of record linkage and matching procedures will bebetter understood.

In az legal arena, legislation will recognize the need for research access and
provide for sanctions for improper use of data.

el In the administrative arena, agencies will place more responsibility on
researchers as data stewards. Pledges, bonds, and contracts will become anincreasingly explicit part of the conditions under which researchers gainaccess to microdata.

In the ethical arena, a researcher's code of conduct concerning disclosure willbe further developed, widely discussed, and observed in practice.
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In the remainder of this paper we will explore this vision in each of the arenasin more detail. We begin with the statistical arena, and look at masks as a technique for
disclosure limitation.

II. STATISTICAL ARENA: MASKING OF MICRODATA

At present, some microdata files are released after steps have been taken to limitthe possibility of disclosing or reidentifying a record. In 1963, the U.S. Census Bureau,for example, used the release of sampled data as a disclosure-limiting device when itbegan providing public use microdata from the 1960 decennial census as a one-in-one-
thousand sample file (Gates, 1988).

The data held by the agency is a file represented by an n-by-p matrix X. Eachof the n rows gives individual data on each of p attributes. Typically, a file records
many attributes of respondents, including some which are sensitive (e.g., income, assets,or medical conditions of target individuals).

The data may be masked through such methods as:

(1) releasing only of a sample of the data (subtracting rows from X);

(2) including simulated data (adding rows to X);

(3) blurring (fuzzing individual values in X by random rounding, grouping,
adding random error, etc.);

(4) excluding certain attributes (removing columns of X); and

(5) swapping (exchanging blocks of rows in a certain subset of columns of X).

6

The purpose of masking data is to make it more difficult for a data user to breakthe confidentiality of the database X by violating the anonymity of one or more units ofobservation (i.e., people or organizations). In the evocative language of Roberts (1986),we refer to such a user as a statistical spy. It is now generally accepted--perhaps
reluctantly by researchers requiring data--that the simple mask of removing columns ofX correspond's:1g to obvious identifiers or near identifiers (such as name, social securitynumber, address, or telephone number) is insufficient in many cases to hamper a serious
statistical spy (see Paass (1988), just as locking car doors does not deter a serious thief.

It is also increasingly clear that one of the most widely used techniques formasking the data--suppressing or not collecting detailed information about the place ofwork or residence--has crippled society's ability to study institutions and contextual orspatial dimensions of social phenomena.

A more careful consideration of the deterrence value of various forms of variousmasking methods is required if data custodians are to be convinced that microdata canbe released under statistical controls. Also, the potential of masked data for valid andinformative statistical inference must be assessed and new methods of statistical analysisof masked data developed.

In examining the deterrence value of a particular transformation, the beginningpoint of the disclosure-limiting (DL) approach of Duncan and Lambert (1986, 1989) is



to model the decision problem of the statistical spy in inferring the value of a target Y
from the released X. A measure of disclosure risk is the potential of the information inX for inferring Y.

The basic philosophy underlying the DL approach is to deter the str istical spyfrom taking actions that identify privacy-protected information. Disclosure-limitingprocedures raise the price of using the released information in this way sufficiently highso that the spy will not use it to take such actions. The purpose of this approach is notsimply to avoid having the spy make correct identifications. It is equally important thatthe spy be prohibited from making identifications altogether--whether correct or not- -because any purported identification can damage a data-disseminating agency andbecause luring the spy to incorrect identifications can typically only be achieved by
releasing misleading data which undermine legitimate research. From a decision-
theoretic point of view the idea is to raise the Bayes risk of identification high enoughso that the option of no identification is preferred.
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This philosophy yields the threshold rule for the agency: release the data if theBayes risk to the statistical spy exceeds some threshold. Using the DL framework, thissection explores disclosure limitation via displaced linear transformations (linear affinemasks) of the data matrix X. The approach involves regression of a sensitive targetvalue Y on the masked data. The heuristic motivation behind a regression approach isevident: the statistical spy wants to use the information in the masked data X to infersomething about the sensitive target value Y. All probability distributions have thefollowing interpretation: they are the subjective distributions of the statistical spy asthey are perceived by the data disseminating agency. The question is whether any usefulinsights about disclosure limitation care be obtained from this DL approach. The nextsimple example suggests that the answer to this question is yes.

In seeking to resolve uncertainty about the value of a scalar quantity Y from ascalar quantity X, a statistical spy is taken to have a squared error loss function. Thusthe spy minimizes squared error by choosing a predictor of Y to be the conditionalexpectation of Y given X. Keeping the Bayes risk above a threshold yields simplepolicy guidance: an agency faced with a statistical spy who has something to gain should
not release the value of X if (in the mind of the spy) it is too highly correlated with thevalue of the sensitive variable Y.

We focus our attention on the use of linear affine masking of the microdata fileX. The data user is provided the masked microdata file M = AXB + C, and is not giventhe original data X. The matrix A, as a matrix of row operators, directly transforms thedata records in X; so we call A a record transforming mask. The matrix B, as a matrixof column operators, directly transforms the data attributes in X; so we call B anattribute transforming mask. The matrix C displaces A.XB by adding stochastic orsystematic noise to the data; so we call C a displacing mask. In general, the mask (A, B,C) m*--depend on the particular values in X. That is the mask components A, B, andC are not necessarily just fixed matrices with constant elements or random matrices withelements that are independent of the values in X. Generally, for reasons of data utility--the data must be analyzed--the data provider must also give the user either the
complete specification or certain characteristics of the mask (A, B, C). It is an openquestion of disclosure-limitation methodology as to how much information should begiven the data user about the mask in a particular context (Wolf, 1988).

Linear affine masking is powerful because it encompasses many commonly
proposed disclosure-limitation methods. We illustrate this first with record transforming



masks A, second with attribute transforming masks B, and third with displacing masksC. Some of these procedures are discussed in McGuckin and Nguyen (1988a).

RECORD TRANSFORMING MASKS

By changing the form of the record transforming mask A--even with B anidentity matrix and C a zero matrix--we can represent some currently proposed
disclosure-limitation techniques, such as:

Aggregation across records. For example, averaging all attributes over three
similar records.

Sunni ssion of certain record. For example, suppression of records having
extreme values on some attributes or.suppression of records from small
identifiable geographic units. Here the transforming mask is a function ofthe data file X.

We can also consider a random record transforming mask in which the matrix Ahas stochastic elements. Special cases of this that are of interest include the following:

$amoling. In sampling r rows of X, the matrix A has 0-1 random entries with asingle 1 in each row.

Multiplication of records by random noise. With the matrix A diagonal, each
record is multiplied by a random variable.

ATTRIBUTE TRANSFORMING MASKS

By changing the form of the attribute transforming mask B, we can represent the
following disclosure-limiting procedures:

Aggregation across certain attributes. For example, the release of total income,
rather than salary income, business income, interest income, etc.

aupression vf r irsgtajAttrazga). For example, some attributes--such as
identifiers or medical conditions like mental health or HIV infection
indicators--may be suppressed.

Multiplication of attributes by _random noise.

DISPLACING MASKS

In the case of displacing masks (the matrices A and B are identities), adding Cyields the following disclosure-limitation techniques:

Addition of random noise. A dding a random variable to each entry.

Addition of deterministic noise. Adding a specified quantity to each entry.

Often, implemented procedures involve a combination of disclosure-limitation
procedures. See, for example, Kim (1986) for a Census Bureau application to the

8



Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey which was conducted for the Bureau of
Labor Statistics to evaluate the effectiveness of the Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act (CETA) of 1973. The public use files contain earnings data matched to
Social Security Administration administrative records. The masking technique involved
both the addition of random noise and data transformation. In these cases, the
transforming masks A and B are not identity matrices and the displacing mask C is notthe zero matrix.

Given the richness of linear affine masks, it is reasonable to ask, "What
commonly used (or proposed) disclosure-limiting procedures are not linear affine
masks?" Here are some examples:

Attribu !-soecific aggregation over records. Rel(ase of some attribute values
unmasked, but aggregating other attribute values--say releasing only averages
of interest income for similar records.

Data Lwapping. Release of records with some, but not all, attribute fields
interchanged.

Multiplication by random noise. Multiplying each element of X by mutually
independent random variables is not a matrix multiplication or addition.

Random rounding. Rounding each entry to a certain base.

Qvonning. Condensing categories for some attributes.

Truncating. Truncating distributions of certain attributes.

Generally, ad hoc arguments have been used to devise disclosure-limitation
procedures and to evaluate them in terms of disclosure risk and data utility. Studies todate suggest that particular implementations can result in significant differences between
the information provided by the masked data and that available from the original file
(see, for example, Wolf (1988) for an assessment of surrogate microaggregate records).This suggests that a more general analysis based on a systematic approach to masking is
desirable.

The basic idea in disclosure limitation is to find a mask that leaves the maximum
information about X, while at the same time preserves confidentiality. As a generally
useful approach, this suggests choosing a mask (A, b, C) to minimize the conditional
variance of X given M while maximizing the conditional variance of Y given M. This
notion of constrained optimization can be considered consistent with what is reported to
be Census Bureau policy: "In practice the Census Bureau has taken disclosure protection
as a binding constraint and provided as much data to the public as is possible witl.:n this
constraint" (McGuckin and Nguyen, 1988b).

Given that the researcher receives the data in the masked form M rather than the
original form X, an important question is how best to analyze the data. In the base of
sampled data, standard tools are appropriate. But, for example, addition of noise
presents measurement error or errors-in-variables problems for the user analyzing the
masked data.

10
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III. COMPUTER ARENA: UTILIZATION CONTROL IN NETWORKED
INFORMATION SYSTEMS THROUGH ELECTRONIC GATEKEEPERS

In some cases, access to data by a researcher will be controlled by anintermediary- -or "gatekeeper"--as contrasted to or in addition to masking micro datafiles prior to their release. This will be increasingly true with computer data basesystems.

As organizations have increasingly employed distributed database systems, newconcerns about data integrity and security in information networks have arisen. Ofspecial concern in developing trusted networks is that authorization policies and
implementations accommodate the varying levels of security at the network nodes--including the class of home computers with dial-up potential--so that sensitiveinformation can be processed. The initial focus of network security has been on theproblem of controlling access to systems and files at a macro level. While necessary,
such access control--say, by passwords--is not sufficient to protect the privacy and
integrity of sensitive information.

Network security must also encompass utilization control, which can be thoughtof as access control at a micro level. By analogy, the guard at the art museum's gate
qualifies entrants--thereby controlling access to the museum, but additional security
measures are needed in utilization of the museum to prevent theft and vandalism--thereby controlling access to the individual works of art.

Increasingly, organizations are establishing statistical databases that reside oncomputers and contain confidential data or, implicitly, relationships that are of asensitive nature. Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Massachusetts, for example, hasestablished the Provider Terminal Network, which allows physicians and hospitals todirectly verify a patient's status and eligibility. More generally, the increased amount ofconfidential data transmitted over networks has prompted the Tele-Communications
Association and large network users to appeal to the FCC to determine exactly whatnetwork data is considered customer proprietary network information. Further, the
Computer Security Act of 1987 requires that civilian agencies identify systemscontaining sensitive information and develop a security plan for each sensiti ve system.With their proliferation, the data held in these networked systems will beco'ne ofincreasing interest to researchers.

In a network security system, the utilization protection policy is implementedthrough a security kernel or reference monitor which processes user queries. Macro-
level access control techniques prevent unauthorized access to networks by verifying auser's identity prior to allowing the user access to the host or the netwnrk. There aremany techniques for making access to a network secure, such as authentication,
passwords, and encryption (see, e.g., Government Security News, 1988 October 10).Most access control techniques are not fully relevant when a user has legitimate access tocertain information, say, certain statistical aggregates, but does not have legitimate accessto certain other information, say, medical, sales, or salary information identifiable to aparticular individual. Limiting queries to statistical aggregates is insufficient because aseries of such queries can readily identify individual information (see, e.g., Ahituv,Lapid, and Neumann (1988)).

Needed are more sophisticated authorization rules that determine what users cando or see. While some formal theory has been developed (see, e.g., Landwehr (1981) and



Denning (1982)), current techniques for utilization control are fairly rudimentary. Forexample, audit trails operate only ex post facto in establishing what a user has done.Multilevel passwords for applications and records provide only limited flexibility incontrolling utilization.

The decision theoretic methods employed by Duncan and Lambert (1986, 1989)can be applied to the case of a database accessed through a computer network. Usersquery the database according to certain authorization rules. Access and flow controls aregoverned by a security kernel. A database has been compromised when a database spyhas identified a confidential data record or identified a restricted relationship. In thiscontext, five alternative disclosure limitation techniques were prescribed by Shoshani(1982): (1) limiting the query set, (2) limiting the intersection of query sets, (3) randomsample queries, (4) partitioning the database, and (5) perturbing data values. Thesewarrant systematic investigation so that networked data base systems can achieve theirfull potential for the researcher,

IV. LEGAL ARENA: LEGISLATION FOR RESEARCH ACCESS AND SANCTIONSFOR IMPROPER USE OF DATA.

Research access to data is controlled through a variety of regulations and laws.Legislative restrictions on data access include the Tax Reform Act of 1976 (Public Law94-455) and the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 552a). Along with other factors,improvements in computer technology motivate some changes in these legal controls.Unfortunately, the development of legal controls often lags changes in technology."Courts don't recognize substantive difference between manual records and computerrecords," said Bob Smith, editor of the Privacy Journal, a newsletter. "They don't reallygrasp that technology itself has changed." Referring to the 1974 Privacy Act, ProfessorArthur Miller of the Harvard Law School is quoted as saying that technological
improvements in the years since the law was passed had "rendered it obsolete" (bothquotations from an article by Cory Dean in the NEW YORK TIMES, 1986 September 29).

Some regulatory attempts to restrict access would, as in the Reagan
Administration National Security directive, limit the use of commercial data bases.These attempts were aborted in 1987 under pressure from the American Civil LibertiesUnion and the Information Industry Association. "Before these computerizedinformation banks were created, such technical reports were scattered in hundreds ofarcane journals and libraries. Now the data-base companies collect millions ofdocuments and let customers comb through them in minutes by computer", writes BobDavis in the WALL STREET JOUR?? r1, 1987 February 5. In Great Britain, the DataProtection Act of 1984 regulates 11 storage and processing by computers of data aboutliving individuals. As the Act a,. es to data held for statistical or research purposes,We Royal Statistical Society formed an ad hoc study group to monitor its impact.

Legislation governing access to data varies from one agency to the next in theUnited States, and in some cases varies within an agency (e.g., Titles 13 and '5 prescribedifferent treatments for data collected by the Bureau of the Census). The future islikely to retain this diversity, but some convergence in laws and practicr.: will occur asissues of confidentiality and access arise with each reauthorization of agencies in thefuture. Convergence that provides for effective research access to data whilemaintaining sanctions for improper use of data does not occur spontaneously, however.For example, at the sate lei el, the Model State Vital Statistics Act, has guided a numberof states in their legislation regarding research access. Yet this Model Act is sufficiently
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ambiguous on what is "legitimate research use to present operational difficulties to stateagencies.

The future holds some promise for input to the legislative process as a result of arecently funded study to be undertaken by the Committee on National Statistics of theNational Research Council and the Social Science Research Council. The purpose of thisstudy is in part to bring systematic attention to these regulatory and legislative practices.

V. ADMINISTRATIVE ARENA: AGENCIES AS DATA STEWARDS

As both the value of sensitive data and its potential for compromise rise withimproved computer technology, agencies and researchers will increasingly understandtheir role as that of data stewards. As in the biblical parable, the best steward is onewho ensures effective use of the data, not the one who protects it against any risk byhiding It. In the administrative arena, our future holds the following:

(1) Increasing attention will be devoted to the theory and practice of informed
consent as it relates to providing access to such data. The considerable
attention to these issues in biomedicine will be imported and applied tofederal statistics. Agencies will draft informed consent agreements for
respondents that assure that their privacy rights are protected, that response
rates are not lessened, and that legitimate research use of the data is
authorized by respondents who are asked to consent to plans to use the datafor research purposes. Assurances of these outcomes will follow from aprogram of pilot studies that will empirically assess these outcomes.

(2) For longitudinal studies, prior informed consent agreements (which may nothave foreseen currently needed research uses and therefore failed to properly
inform respondents of such use) must consider the explicit and implicit
promises, understandings, and concerns of the respondents at the time atwhich the data were originally collected. When feasible, agencies will return
to respondents (or their guardians) to renegotiate informed consent.

(3) Researchers should be subject to a licensing agreement and bond that clearlystate their responsibilities or liabilities for violation that agreement.

(4) Agencies will have an affirmative obligation to exert an active review of the
uses made of research records when there is some risk of disclosure.

13
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VI. ETHICAL. ARENA: RESEARCHER'S CODE OF CONDUCT

In guiding effective use of data, a clearer code of ethics for researchers willemerge. Its rough shape is beginning to form, as the following principles and examples
illustrate:

(1) When data are provided in unidentified form, no attempt will be made to
establish personal identities of respondents. The Treasury Department, in
response to The BOSTON GLOBE'S request for data pertinent to money
laundering," reports Cory Dean in the NEW YORK TIMES, 1986 September 29,
"established rules for people seeking access to records. Among other things,
they must submit 'a detailed statement' of the information sought and how
they intend to use it. They must agree to design computer programs that do
not elicit the identities of individuals or businesses.' In the event that a
search of the data base results in the inadvertent disclosure of personal
identifiers,' the regulations say, the researcher must 'terminate the search
until appropriate security measures can be implemented; relinquish all records
of personal identifiers to Treasury officials; and make no further disclosure
of the information."

(2) When data are provided in identified form, researchers will protect the
confidentiality of their data against outside threat, and will be provided with
legislative protection from subpoena of these records for the purpose of
identifying individual subjects. A drug manufacturer, for example, recently
sought to subpoena the original records of an epidemiological study. The
Centers for Disease Control prevailed in protecting the identity of subjects,
both in a lower court and in the U.S. Court of Appeals. The court ruled that
such records could not become accessible to lawyers who could use them to
call the victims of adverse drug reactions as witnesses, and attempt in court
to break down the reports these victims had given to epidemiological
investigators (Curran (1986))

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We envision that empowered by exponentially improving computer technology
researchers will have access to larger and more relevant databases. This emerging
capability is an exciting opportunity to better understand the way our economy and
society works. We also envision that researchers will show increasing sensitivity to the
need for confidentiality because of computer enhanced potential for disclosure. This
emerging capability is a sobering call to better respond to the public's call for
responsible use of personal and sensitive data.

1 d'
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